Memory Basics

- We have already built registers using a series of Gated D latches joined by a WE (write enable) line
- How can we turn these into a memory?
- Start with the simple stuff: **address size** or **address width** is the number of bits in an address.
- **Address space** is the set of “addressable” locations, determined by the address width. It must be $\leq 2^k$ where $k$ is address width
- For example, a **k-bit** address means an address width of $k$ bits
- The **addressability** of a machine is the size of the most basic unit that can be named by an address
- A **Byte-addressable** machine is one where you can reference memory in 8-bit units (no smaller!)
- A **Word-addressable** machine can address memory at the unit of **word size**. This is typically the size of an integer. For example, a machine with a 64-bit word size (common today) that is word addressable would be able to access memory in units of 64-bits
- The chips in most of your computers are 64-bit (they have a 64-bit address width) and are byte addressable
- Byte addressability is the most common. This has historical ties to 8-bit ASCII (text) data
- If we have a k-bit address width and m-bit addressability, then we can have $m \times 2^k$ bits of memory (or $m \times 2^{(k-3)}$ bytes)
- **Important:** addressability and address width are independent!
- For word addressable machines, we’ll want to have an address width that is **smaller** than the addressability. Otherwise, we couldn’t store a memory address at a memory address!
- Alignment: If we have a byte addressable memory, we typically restrict addresses to be multiples of the addressability. For example, if we have 4-byte words, aligned accesses could be at 0, 4, 8, 12, etc. These are **word-aligned** addresses (they are aligned to the word size)
- Some chips will not let you do this, others will split things up for you, but it will be slow
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